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Part A - MCQs - Choose the correct Answer -  10  x 1 = 10 Marks 
No.   KL 
1. The process of entering data and instructions into the computer system is called 

__________ 
K1 (a) Input (b) Output 

(c) Processing (d) Result 
2. ______________ copies program from a secondary storage device to main memory. 

K1 (a) Compiler (b) Linker 
(c) Loader ( d) Assembler 

3. Identify the correct arithmetic expression in Python 
K3  (a)11(12*3) (b)(5*6)(7+8) 

 (c) 4*(3-2) (d) 5***3 
4. How many numbers will be printed? 

i=5 
while i>=0: 
        print i 
        i=i-1 

K1 

 (a) 5 (b) 4 
 (c) 6 (d) 0 

5. Which statement invokes a function? 
K2  (a) function definition (b) lambda 

 (c) function declaration (d)function call 
6. Modules are saved with _________ extension 

K1  (a) .pyc (b).py 
 (c) .mod (d).rap 

7. To print the string in reverse order, set the stride as 
K2  (a)1 (b)0 

 (c )-1 (d)n-1 
8. Which data structure does not allow duplicate values? 

K2  (a) list  (b) tuple 
 (c) set (d) dictionary 

9. If d={1:2,3:4,4:11,5:6,7:8} then print(d[d[3]]) will print 
K3  (a)2  (b)8 

 (c)11 (d)6 
10. File is opened in __ mode for appending and reading.  

K2  (a)“a” (b) “a+” 
 (c) “w” (d)”w+” 
   

 



Part  B - 10 x 2 = 20 Marks 
11. Mention the classification of computers. K1 
12. State the limitations of flowchart. K2 
13. Compare counter controlled and conditional controlled loops. K4 
14. Write a program to find whether a given number is odd or even. K3 
15. What is lambda function? K1 
16. Give the advantages of recursion. K2 
17. How a string is sliced? K2 
18. Mention the significance of enumerate (). K2 
19. How tuple differs from list. K2 
20. Mention the different types of file. K1 

Part C – 5 x 14 =70 Marks 
No        Question Marks KL 
21. (a) (i) With a neat diagram explain the basic organization of computer. 7 K2 

(ii) Write an algorithm and draw the flowchart to find the sum of n 
natural numbers. 7 K3 

 OR   
(b) (i) Write the Pseudocode and draw the flowchart to find the roots of a 

quadratic equation. 7 K3 

  (ii) Write short note on the types of errors. 7 K2 
 

17. (a) (i) Explain in detail about the arithmetic and relational operators in 
python with example. 7 K2 

(ii) Write a python program to reverse a given number. 7 K3 
 OR   
(b)  Explain in detail about decision control statements. 14 K2 

 
18. (a) (i) Describe in detail about defining functions with example. 9 K2 

 (ii) Write a python program to print the Fibonacci series using 
recursion. 5 K3 

 OR   
(b) (i) Explain in detail about modules. 7 K2 

(ii) Write a python program to perform arithmetic operations using 
packages. 7 K3 

      
19. (a)  Explain in detail about strings in python. 14 K2 
  OR   
 (b) (i) Describe in detail about the set operations with example. 7 K2 

(ii) Write a python program to create a list and perform append, pop and 
sort operation on list.  
 

7 K3 

20. (a) (i) How a dictionary is created and accessed? Explain with example. 7 K2 
  (ii) Write a python program to find the minimum and maximum element 

in a tuple by defining the function min_max that takes tuple as 
argument and returns the minimum and maximum value. 

7 K3 

   OR   
 (b)  Explain in detail about file handling in python. 14 K2 

 


